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The Impact of Video Games During a Pandemic

The worldwide pandemic has left people around the world trapped inside their homes in

order to stop the spread of the virus. Because of this, people have had to find ways to stay

connected to each other and socialize in a way that is safer than meeting in person. For years

now, people have used different platforms in order to connect with each other through game play.

Since people have had to stay in their homes, the use of online multiplayer games has increased

significantly in order to both find an escape from the real world and interact with others. Live

streaming has also been a way that individuals have been able to find a sense of community

during a time that they are not able to gather physically. By taking a closer look at the increased

use of these platforms, we are able to understand the ways in which they are both beneficial and

harmful. With these virtual worlds comes the difficulty of assessing what is considered real or

not and why that distinction is relevant. As our time in the digital world continues to increase,

the line between what is real and what is virtual becomes blurred. With the increase of time spent

in these online worlds during a worldwide pandemic comes a new way individuals both approach

social interaction and psychologically process their interactions.

Before tackling the way in which people are interacting online, there has to be an

understanding of how these virtual worlds are interpreted and why they can become difficult to

manage. Bobby Glushko did a close analysis on the way individuals interact with these worlds

and how they begin to understand them. Glushko explains, “Consumers spend significant
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amounts of time and money in virtual worlds, and with advances in personal computing, the

underlying technologies upon which the worlds run have become more powerful and easier to

implement.” (Glushko; 511). As time goes on and these virtual worlds become easier to access,

consumers will be spending a significant amount of their time using them. This is already seen in

the digital world we are living in currently with the internet being easier to access than just a few

decades ago. What this means for consumers is that as more of our population begins to spend

their time online, an alternate reality will begin to be created in these virtual worlds. This time

online has been increasing significantly due to the pandemic as well. Glushko then goes on to

discuss how, “As the virtual world experience becomes more fulfilling and as people become

invested in their experience, they often begin acquiring property.” (Glushko; 511). If someone is

putting a significant amount of time and effort into creating a space for themselves in the virtual

world, they begin to find ways to mimic real world creations in order to enhance this digital

experience. For Glushko, this means finding ways to acquire property in the digital worlds

individuals find themselves in. But with this creation of online property comes the argument on

whether or not these virtual items have the same value as real property. He goes on to bring

attention to the amount of power these different developers have on their players and how these

power relations can bring an array of problems. When we begin to look at this phenomenon in

the context of the current pandemic, it is evident that as the public begins to spend more time

online they begin to prioritize their lives in the virtual world instead of the reality. But with this

instead of gaining the “freedom” that the internet promises, they are met with a new form of

control that may not be as obvious at first.

As one begins to understand the ways in which video games and the virtual world

operate, they find patterns or algorithms that developers use to their advantage. After gaining this
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new understanding of how these games work, it is revealed that one does not have as much

control as they think they do. It is also revealed that the systems of oppression that one tries to

escape when going online are just reflected in the way we play games. Alexander Gallway

explores the ideologies that come with video games and how they are set up is a reflection of our

society. Galloway brings up the idea that, “These controlled societies are characterized by the

networks of genetic science and computers, but also by much more conventional network

forms.” (Galloway; 87). What Galloway means is that we are able to find more traditional

methods of control in these seemingly new and advanced ways of governing the online sphere.

He goes on to discuss the ways in which video games present the individual with a “controlled

mobility” where while one may believe they have the ability and freedom to do whatever they

want, there are still constraints put into place. While one may think this increase in online use is

beneficial because of the false claims of “more freedom” they are not acknowledging the fact

that the internet comes with injustice as well. It is important to keep in mind the fact that these

games are created and based around societal ideas that we already see in real life. He states,

“Computers have a knack for accentuating social injustice, for widening the gap between the rich

and the poor.” (Galloway; 88-89). This is something that needs to be kept in mind when thinking

about how different people from different backgrounds are able to interact with these online

worlds. The increased use of virtual worlds leads to a direct correlation between economic class

and use. It’s important to also note the fact that not everyone is given the luxury of working from

home and being able to spend more time online as this pandemic persists. As this phenomenon is

being studied it is clear that while these discoveries can apply to a large number of people, it is

geared towards a more privileged group. While they are able to thrive in online spaces and gain

these benefits of isolated communication, others are struggling to survive in a world that does not
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get the same benefits as the privileged do. The gap between the privileged and non privileged has

only been heightened during the pandemic.

As these concepts of how these virtual worlds are formed are made clear, there is a better

understanding of the ways in which individuals interact with these platforms. The pandemic has

caused an increase in using these online networks in order to regain the feeling of social

interaction. With this shift in online usage comes the change in priorities. One may have put in

person interaction over online interactions but because of this change in the world, they have

switched places. This means a majority of interaction individuals are getting is through a screen

which is also true in other areas of their lives such as with school or work. The difference with

games is the fact that it is being done for personal gain instead of some kind of obligation that is

apparent in school or work. T.L Taylor has done extensive research on the world of multiplayer

online worlds and goes into depth about the ways individuals use these platforms to create social

interactions. Taylor explains how, “Shared action becomes a basis for social interaction, which in

turn shapes the play.” (Taylor; 9). What creates this connection between players online is the fact

that they are working together through this shared game or “action”. Knowing that these people

are all in one space aiming towards the same goal, playing the game and also gaining social

interaction, there is this understanding that both players are there to enjoy the time spent

together. This can be traced back to our time in school as young children where we were able to

find friendship through shared play. What this signifies is that this prevalent social ideology can

still be seen as things move from the physical to the digital. We are not losing the societal ideas

that we have been taught but instead we are moving them to platforms where we can continue to

use them during a time where physical play is not safe.
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Even before the pandemic, there have been individuals that chose to prioritize their lives

online instead of in the real world. Taylor discusses this idea and states, “What happens in virtual

worlds often is just as real, just as meaningful, to participants.” (Taylor; 19). While there may not

be a physical connection between players, their online actions are coming from their own

emotional drive. Sometimes creating an emotional connection with another person is more

important to one that the physical aspect is no longer necessary. This is seen in other aspects of

life such as online dating or “internet friends” that people meet exclusively online. What makes

all of these kinds of relationships unique is the fact that distance is no longer an issue if physical

contact is not a priority. In a game such as Animal Crossing: New Horizons, which gained

popularity during the beginning months of this pandemic, players are able to visit each other and

their islands virtually. The way players are able to mimic the physical actions they are unable to

do can satisfy their want to leave their homes. The emotional response to interacting online can

be so satisfactory to the point where some may even prefer this type of communication instead of

meeting in person, pandemic or not. This is where we can see a change in the way individuals are

prioritizing their interactions with others.

Because lives have completely altered during this pandemic, there have been serious

changes in our societies mental health. But through the use of multiplayer games and live

streaming, individuals have found ways to help fill this void of social interaction. It is obvious

that we are a social species that thrives off of the relations we create with each other. With the

help of technology, we have found new ways to communicate that break down certain barriers

but it is important to keep in mind the fact that technology does not have the ability to fix every

issue. A study on the social motivations of live-streaming on the Twitch platform specifically,

pays attention to the prevalent issues in our society that affect our ways of communicating and
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the ways in which streaming could possibly help ease those issues. They state, “Live-stream

environments can provide low-threat alternatives to real life socialising, removing barriers

socially anxious individuals may experience in real life.” (Hilvert-Bruce et al.; 59). While many

individuals feel as if they are missing out on real life activities during this lockdown, those with

social anxiety may not feel the same. They tend to avoid any kind of social in person activity that

can trigger their anxiety. Live streams are a way for those with social anxiety to socialize without

any of the factors that can trigger their anxious feelings. While they may avoid any type of

physical social interaction, this online world allows them to gain the social interaction that us

humans need. With this comes the argument of whether or not increasing their time online is

necessarily good for those who have social anxiety. The question becomes should people with

social anxiety try to find ways to live with this anxiety online or try to overcome the anxiety by

pushing themselves to be social in person. Is this increased time spent at home helpful or

damaging?

Some believe that being able to socialize online through gaming is beneficial and brings

only positive effects. Logan Molyneux and others researched the idea of “gaming social capital”

and explored the effects of social interactions in video games. They explain, “gaming itself

should not lead to prosocial behaviors, but working together with other gamers to accomplish

game‐related tasks and to form teams is likely to lead to significant social ties.” (Molyneux et

al.; 384). Their article is focusing not on the games themselves but the different practices that go

into multiplayer online gaming. The ways that players interact with each other and find ways to

form connections is how they gain “prosocial behaviors”. This is why it is important to note the

difference between simply gaming and gaming in a multiplayer environment. While some people

feel as if this increase in using online worlds during this pandemic is harmful, there is research
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that proves that individuals are able to gain positive benefits. They then go on to discuss how

participating in these virtual worlds can lead to positive effects in an individual's life outside of

gaming. They discuss how, “Much research has demonstrated that attitudes and behaviors

developed online can spill over into other areas of life.” (Molyneaux et al.; 385). Individuals who

practice these prosocial behaviors online are more likely to carry these practices into their real

lives as well. But what is missing from this argument is whether or not these behaviors are strong

enough to change the behavior of those with social anxiety. It is not clearly stated that these

effects are meant to help ease the anxiety of those socially anxious players so it is important to

understand that these statements are more generalized than we may think. As stated before, there

are many factors that affect the way players are able to use this online world and mental health is

another significant one to keep in mind when making these arguments.

As people continue to increase their time inhabiting virtual worlds, they begin to identify

themselves with the characters or avatars they use in these games. While players are well aware

of the fact that there is another human behind these characters, as they play they are interacting

with each other through the avatars. After Taylor had her own experience in these multiplayer

online worlds she states, “Users often spoke of the ways their avatar shaped the kinds of

conversations or interactions they had.” (Taylor; 12). If individuals saw each other as their

characters or avatars instead of who they actually are, it can create a different kind of relationship

than one that involved their physical bodies. With this information in mind, players are able to

choose what kind of connections they wish to have with others. Having the power to manipulate

your own interactions in this way is unique to the world of gaming and is something that people

prefer over being limited to their human body. David J. Gunkel dives deep into the online sphere

and analyzes how humans experience video games. After critically engaging with virtual worlds
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and games he discusses, “What makes the avatar remarkable is that users have the ability to

manipulate its appearance, attributes, and characteristics, either creating it in their own image or

engaging in imaginative and often fanciful constructions.” (Guntel; 61). Someone is given the

opportunity to create any kind of version of themselves and for many this is a dream come true.

If in this online sphere you are able to virtually live in your desired avatar instead of being in a

real life body that you are unhappy with, you would spend more of your time online. This

decision is already based on the pre existing notion that our societies are known for having

unrealistic beauty standards that can affect anyone which is important to note because instead of

interpreting this through technologically deterministic argument, it should be understood as a

relationship between already existing ideas and technology that allows those ideas to be

heightened. Where this can become a problem is when individuals begin to only identify as this

character they created and feel as if that is the only version of themselves that matters. They can

begin to lose a sense of reality which can become damaging if continued.

As mentioned before, with this virtual world of gaming comes the practice of live

streaming where groups of people will choose to watch an individual play a game. This kind of

online social space creates the feeling of community which many are finding themselves missing

during the pandemic. T.L Taylor’s book Watch Me Play includes a chapter that focuses on the

lives of these streamers who are able to bring groups of people together through their gaming.

Taylor explains, “Sitting together on a channel with fellow viewers, watching a streamer live,

and seeing a flow of chat alongside their video becomes a collective social experience.” (Taylor;

89). The different components that go into a gaming livestream allow users from any part of the

world to tune in to find a community that are all enjoying the same content. Not only are they

able to create a connection with the live streaming themselves but with each other as well which
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can enhance this community feeling. With the lack of concerts and other public events, even

celebrities and influencers have turned to live streaming in order to connect with the fans that

they are unable to see in person. While some choose to use Twitch to simply talk to those that

were unable to see them in person, others such as popular singer Doja Cat chose to actually play

online games for viewers to watch. After being able to experience this new way of “performing”

or bringing live content to their fans, artists now understand how they can utilize these platforms

in the future. Without being forced to resort to these ways of streaming, some of them may have

never tried out this medium.

Overall, our shift from in person to online in multiple aspects of our lives such as school

and work has changed how we live our daily lives. But the ways in which we have found social

connections online is what can create more of a psychological affect. A shift in the way we

perceive reality, each other, and ourselves is taking place and in order to understand it we have to

pay attention to platforms that allow us to break down the barriers that the pandemic has created.

Online gaming and the online worlds we have created begin to blur the line between real and

virtual and it is still unclear whether or not this is beneficial. But while studying how individuals

are using the virtual world to socialize during a pandemic, it is important to keep in mind the fact

that there are many factors that determine the way individuals are able to use these platforms.

Understanding pre existing ideas and the ideologies our society is based on allows a better

critique of this phenomenon we are living in. Once we are able to transition from this pandemic

world to a “normal” lifestyle will we truly be able to see the effects. We may find that this

transition will be more difficult than one may have imagined.
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